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Abstract. In the past few years, the CoRoT and Kepler missions have carried out what is now called the space
photometry revolution. This revolution is still ongoing thanks to K2 and will be continued by the Tess and
Plato2.0 missions. However, the photometry revolution must also be followed by progress in stellar modelling,
in order to lead to more precise and accurate determinations of fundamental stellar parameters such as masses,
radii and ages. In this context, the long-lasting problems related to mixing processes in stellar interior is
the main obstacle to further improvements of stellar modelling. In this contribution, we will apply structural
asteroseismic inversion techniques to targets from the Kepler Legacy sample and analyse how these can help us
constrain the fundamental parameters and mixing processes in these stars. Our approach is based on previous
studies using the SOLA inversion technique [1] to determine integrated quantities such as the mean density [2],
the acoustic radius, and core conditions indicators [3], and has already been successfully applied to the 16Cyg
binary system [4]. We will show how this technique can be applied to the Kepler Legacy sample and how new
indicators can help us to further constrain the chemical composition profiles of stars as well as provide stringent
constraints on stellar ages.
1 Introduction
In the last decade, the space photometry missions CoRoT
and Kepler have provided us with a wealth of precise seis-
mic data for a large number of stars. This revolution is
now allowing us to carry out precise seismic modelling
for these stars and to test the physical inputs of our stellar
models. As a by-product of this modelling, asteroseismol-
ogy also delivers precise and accurate fundamental param-
eters, which are essential to other fields such as galactic
archeology or exoplanetology.
Amongst the observed targets, the Kepler Legacy sam-
ple contains the dwarfs that have the best frequency sets
within the Kepler data (See [5] for the presentation of the
dataset and [6] for forward modeling results of the Kepler
Legacy sample). As such, they can be seen as benchmark
stars to test our inputs of stellar models and the efficiency
of seismic modelling. Due to their high number of fre-
quencies and the precision of these determinations, they
are also the ideal targets with which to carry out struc-
tural seismic inversions. In this paper, we will present
forward modelling and inversion results for two targets of
the Legacy sample: namely Doris (KIC8006161) and Saxo
(KIC6603624). In Sect. 2, we present the targets and the
forward modelling results for each one of them. In Sect.
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3, we present the inversion procedure we used to further
constrain the models of both stars and present the results
of this process in Sect. 4. The implications of these results
are then presented in Sect. 5.
2 Targets selection and forward modelling
The targets were selected by the number and precision of
their observed frequencies as well as their estimated mass
from a crude grid-based modelling approach. We specif-
ically selected stars with masses close to 1M. Firstly,
stars closer to the sun are easier to model, and we know
from helioseismology and from our theoretical test cases
where it was possible to obtain a sufficiently good mod-
elling that linear inversion techniques can be applied to
constrain their structure (see [7] for an application to the
solar case). This is potentially not the case for more mas-
sive stars for which the boundary of the convective core
may not be reproduced accurately enough and thus the
evolutionary stage of the target not very well constrained.
In such cases, using a linear approximation may be ques-
tionable. The second reason is that we wanted to avoid
convective cores in the reference models because we used
specific indicators using radial derivatives to constrain the
internal structure of the targets [3]. The thermodynamical
quantities used in these indicators can have discontinuous
derivatives which will appear in the target function of the
SOLA method. Such targets are then impossible to fit with
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Table 1. Forward modelling results for Doris and Saxo
Doris Saxo
Mass (M) 0.91 − 1.02 0.93 − 1.05
Age (Gy) 4.6 − 5.3 7.6 − 8.7
the continuous structural kernels built using the eigenfunc-
tions of solar-like oscillation modes.
Before trying to carry out structural inversions, we
obtained reference models for each target using a classi-
cal seismic forward modelling approach. This modelling
was carried out using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
The models were built using the Liège stellar evolution
code (CLES, [8]) and the oscillations were computed us-
ing the Liège oscillation code (LOSC, [9]). We used the
Ceff equation of state [10], the Opal opacities [11] supple-
mented at low temperatures by the opacities from [12] and
the nuclear reaction rates from the NACRE project [13]
including the updated reaction rate for the 14N(p, γ)15O
reaction from [14]. Convection was implemented using
the classical, local mixing-length theory [15]. We used the
individual small frequency separations, d02 and d13, the
effective temperature, Te f f , and the metallicity, [Fe/H] as
constraints for our structural models. Some fits were also
performed using the frequency ratios r01 and r02 [16]and
this lead to very similar results. No surface correction was
applied to the frequencies since we used quantities that
are not strongly dependant on surface effects. The free pa-
rameters of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm were the
mass of the star, M, its age, its hydrogen mass fraction, X,
its metallicity, Z, and the mixing-length parameter, αMLT .
Both stars were modelled using the AGSS09 abundance
tables [17], but tests were performed using the old GN93
abundances [18] to see whether some comments could be
made on the metallicity scale used to relate stellar metal-
licity to solar metallicity.
2.1 Doris a.k.a KIC8006161
In Fig. 1, we illustrate the echelle diagram of Doris. This
star has 54 observed individual frequencies with a mean
1σ uncertainty of 0.49 µHz, an effective temperature of
5488 ± 77K and a [Fe/H] = 0.34 ± 0.10. The initial mass
estimate was 0.96M. We illustrate in table 1 the results
from the forward modelling process. These results are in
agreement with the first estimate to within a reasonable ac-
curacy. We note that most of the uncertainty stems from
the well-known helium-mass degeneracy in seismic fitting
and the intensity of diffusion. It seems also clear that extra-
mixing processes acting inside the star would have an im-
pact on these determinations. We only considered models
with microscopic diffusion but without including turbulent
diffusion. We note that it was possible to fit this target with
both the GN93 abundances or the AGSS 09 abundances
within the same accuracy. Had we included extra-mixing,
the scatter of the fundamental parameters would have been
slightly larger.
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Figure 1. Echelle diagram of Doris (KIC8006161) illustrating
the ridges of the ` = 0, 1, 2, 3 modes.
2.2 Saxo a.k.a KIC6603624
In Fig. 2, we illustrate the echelle diagram of Saxo. This
target has 44 individual frequencies with an average un-
certainty of 0.336 µHz. Although the frequencies are ac-
curately determined, we wish to point out a small devi-
ation in the echelle diagram, the octupole mode of low-
est frequency seems to be deviating from the ridge formed
by the other octupole modes. This irregularity made this
mode very difficult to fit and it seemed that it could be due
to a miscalculation of the frequency value (Differences be-
tween different fitters have indeed been reported in [19]).
It seemed unprobable that this difference could be physical
so we eliminated this mode and used only 43 frequencies
to calculate the small frequency separations used in our
fits. In addition to the seismic data, we used the same con-
straints as for Doris, namely the effective temperature, at
a value of 5674 ± 77 and the [Fe/H] = 0.28 ± 0.10. Our
results, given in table 1 are in agreement with the initial
mass estimate of 1.01M. Again, this target could be fit-
ted using both the old GN93 and the new AGSS09 solar
abundances.
3 Inversion Procedure
In this section we briefly present the inversion procedure
we used for both targets. We followed the same method-
ology as in our study of the 16Cyg binary system [4] and
carried out inversions for both the mean density and a core
condition indicator based on the derivative of the squared
isothermal sound speed, denoted tu. The mean density in-
versions have been described in [2] and the tu inversions
have been presented in [3]. The SOLA inversion technique
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Figure 2. Echelle diagram of Saxo (KIC6603624) illustrating
the ridges of the ` = 0, 1, 2, 3 modes.
[1] was used to related the relative frequency differences
to corrections of these integrated quantities, assuming the
following relation
N∑
i
ci
δνi
νi
≡
(
δA
A
)
inv
, (1)
where the ci are the inversion coefficients, found by mini-
mizing the cost function of the SOLA method and A is the
integrated quantity whose correction is sought. Structural
inversions in asteroseismology are carried out using a sam-
ple of reference models to analyze whether model depen-
dency dominates the results or not. This is a consequence
of the linearity hypothesis used to compute the structural
corrections from seismic observations. To obtain the cor-
rections of integrated quantities, we use the linear relations
between frequency and structure from [20]
δν
ν
=
∫ R
0
Kn,lsA,sB
δsA
sA
dr +
∫ R
0
Kn,lsB,sA
δsB
sB
dr, (2)
with sA and sB being structural quantities like the squared
adiabatic sound speed, c2, and the density ρ as in classical
helioseismic inversions. The Kn,l functions are the struc-
tural kernels, which depend only on the reference model
and its eigenfunctions. The δ notation is related to the
differences between observed and reference quantities fol-
lowing the convention
δx
x
=
xobs − xre f
xre f
, (3)
where x can be a frequency or a structural quantity. The
main problem in the context of asteroseismology is that the
linearization hypothesis may not be valid. Thus, one can
use multiple reference models to check for the robustness
of the inference made with the inversion technique.
The definition of the tu indicator is
tu =
∫ R
0
f (r)
(
du
dr
)2
dr, (4)
with f (r) = r(r − R)2 exp(−7r2), the weight function used
for this inversion, R the stellar radius, r the radial coordi-
nate associated with each layer inside the model, and u the
squared isothermal sound-speed defined as u = P
ρ
. This
quantity is very sensitive to changes in the deep layers of
stars and can be used to assess the reliability of the rep-
resentation of the stratification of the deep layers by the
models. In fact, one can show that u ≈ T
µ
in the core re-
gions and thus, this quantity will be very sensitive to the
effects of mixing processes that will change the tempera-
ture, T , and mean molecular weight, µ, gradients.
Besides this indicator, we also carried out inversions
using a new core condition indicator based on an entropy
proxy, denoted S 5/3 = Pρ5/3 . We consider the inversion re-
sults of this indicator to be preliminary and a follow up
with the definition and limitations of this inversion will be
presented in a future paper. This proxy is particularly well
suited for stars with a convective core since it will show a
plateau in regions where convection dominate. The width
of the plateau is linked to the extent of the convective re-
gions and the height is sensitive to the transition with ra-
diative regions, thus to the temperature and chemical com-
position gradient. In Fig 3, we show the behaviour of S 5/3
for the convective envelope in the left panel and of S −15/3 in
the right panel for a convective core.
4 Inversion Results
In Fig. 4, we illustrate the inversion results for the tu
indicator and an indicator based on S −15/3, denoted SCore.
The green crosses are the inverted results while the red
circles illustrate the reference models computed using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. As can be seen, some
models are in agreement with the inversion results while
others are not. There is also a clear trend showing that
models not fitting the inverted mean density, given here in
abscissa, are incompatible with the other indicators. As
already seen in [4], the error bars on the tu inversion are
quite large, but there is a clear trend that can be deduced
and used to select a subsample of models from our ini-
tial forward modelling. The numerical value obtained for
the inverted tu/G2R6Tar value is around 5.8 ± 0.7g2/cm6,
with RTar the target photospheric radius and G the gravi-
ational constant. The SCore indicator shows an inverted
SCoreGR
1/3
Tar value around 2.110 ± 0.005cm/gm1/3. Again
only a subset of models are in agreement with these inver-
sion results.
In fig. 5, we illustrate the inversion results for the tu
and the SCore indicator. In this case, the results are stun-
ningly different, since no model seems to agree with the
inverted results, although the models were fitted to the ob-
servations with the same accuracy as for Doris. The dif-
ference is particularly significant for the SCore indicators
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Figure 3. Left panel: radial profile of S 5/3 for two stellar models of various mass and age, illustrating the plateau in the convective
region. Right panel: radial profile of S −15/3 for two stellar models, illustrating the plateau of the proxy in convective cores.
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Figure 4. Inversion results for Doris. Left panel: ρ¯ − SCoreG1/3Rtar plane where the red circles illustrate the position of the reference
models and the green crosses show the inversion results with their error bars. Right panel: ρ¯ − tu/(G2R6tar) plane following the same
notations as the left panel.
and seems to indicate that something has been wrongly re-
produced in the reference models. A small trend is seen
with the mean density, as for the results for Doris, but the
disagreement is still much larger. For the tu indicator, the
value found is around 1.5±1g2/cm6 while the SCore inver-
sion leads to a result around 1.7 ± 0.06cm/g1/3.
5 Implication for the modelling of Doris
and Saxo
Using the inversion results for Doris, we could define
a subsample of reference models, selected in agreement
with the determinations of the mean density, the tu and the
SCore indicators. These models are represented in Fig. 6,
where the blue crosses represent the models of our sample
which are in agreement with the inversion procedure, the
purple crosses are models found in agreement with some
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Figure 5. Inversion results for Saxo. Left panel: ρ¯ − SCoreG1/3Rtar plane where the red circles illustrate the position of the reference
models and the green crosses show the inversion results with their error bars. Right panel: ρ¯ − tu/(G2R6tar) plane following the same
notations as the left panel.
but not all inversion results and the red dots are the mod-
els which disagree with the inversion results. We point out
that all of these models included microscopic diffusion,
so that the selection process is somewhat less spectacu-
lar than what is found in our study of 16Cyg. It should
be noted however, that models without microscopic diffu-
sion for Doris are systematically rejected by both inver-
sions and have thus not been included in this study. An-
other point worth mentioning is that unlike 16Cyg, Doris
has no determination of its surface helium abundance and
thus further constraints could be brought on this model by
determining the helium abundance of the convective enve-
lope of this target. This could lead to further studies of this
star and constrain the mixing inside this star, as is currently
being done for 16Cyg.
However, the use of constraints from the inversions
leads us to select a subsample of models with a 2.5% un-
certainty in mass and 4.5% uncertainty in age, illustrating
the diagnostic process of the inversion technique and its ef-
ficiency in constraining fundamental parameters. The se-
lection effect in age is very small since we did not plot
models without microscopic diffusion, which were sys-
tematically rejected by the inversion technique. These un-
certainties are of course internal error bars and do not take
into account possible inaccuracies in the physical ingredi-
ents of the model.
In the case of Saxo, no model seemed to fit the inverted
constraints and thus a solution still has to be found. More-
over, the reliability of the frequencies has to be assessed
before further inversions can be carried out. It is well
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Figure 6. Illustration in terms of mass and age of the models
validated by the inversions for Doris. The blue crosses are the
models in agreement with the inversions, the purple crosses are
at the borders of the intervals validated by the inversions and the
red dots are rejected by the inversions.
known that the SOLA method is sensitive to outliers and it
is also clear that any misfits to the frequencies would affect
significantly the inversion results, and thus the diagnostic
provided by the method. If these results are confirmed,
then it would seem that something is clearly missing in the
description of this target and further investigations would
be needed.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we applied the inversions of integrated quan-
tities as defined in [2] and [3] to two targets of the Kepler
Legacy sample. This sample of 66 dwarfs is considered
to be the best sample of solar-like and F-type stars ob-
served by Kepler. This means that these targets can be
used as benchmark stars to constrain stellar physics and
seismic modelling. Due to the high quality of the seis-
mic data, they are very well suited for structural inversion
techniques. We demonstrated this by applying our meth-
ods to Doris and Saxo and showed that there was indeed a
diagnostic from the inversion technique.
For Doris, this diagnostic allowed us to further con-
strain the fundamental parameters of this star and lead to a
final uncertainty of 2.5% in mass and 4.5% in age. These
results are, of course, model-dependent and to be consid-
ered as internal error bars, not taking into account potential
errors in the physical ingredients of the stellar models.
In the case of Saxo, a clear disagreement with the mod-
els was witnessed. The main problem with this result, but
also with the seismic diagnostic for Doris, is linked to the
uncertainties in the frequency determinations of the Kepler
Legacy (see [19]). These results have then to be checked
again once this problem will have been clarified.
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